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RECLASSIFYING THE 1862
$1 LEGAL TENDERS

Sharing Dr. Sheldon's wish for accurate chronology (in
Sheldon's case, of copper cents, in mine, of paper money
issues), I have tried to put in order what material I have
about the earliest $1.00 Legal Tender Notes — those
known since 1953 as Friedberg 16 and 17. The plates are
numbered at the left — above and to the left of the check
letter — but for studies in chronology they are practically
worthless. Early plates were used throughout the issue,
later ones before the middle of it. All were made, appar-
ently, before it got well started, and whenever any were
required someone simply stuck his hand in and pulled out
whatever came to hand. The only basis for chronology is
in the number of the SERIES, shown at the beginning to
the left and later to the right of "Act of July 11th 1862"
at the top of the face of the note, and when we make a list
of these we see an interesting pattern, different in many
ways from any listing of them that has been attempted
anywhere.

The notes of Series 1 are in a category by themselves,
the serial number being superimposed on the seal. While
reading "NATIONAL . . . American," they have no
monogram, but otherwise are just like all the other notes
from Series 15 through Series 151 except for an oc-
casional maverick and those of Series 202 and 203 — a
curious reversion to this early type, whose salient fea-
tures are the monogram, the word "American," and the
Series to the left of the date. The mavericks of these are
those without the monogram, of which I have heard of
three: a Series 7, said to have been in Stack's sale at the
Metropolitan Convention of 1956, and Series 7 and 73, re-
ported to me by Walter Breen. All three, incidentally, are
reported to me as having "American" to the left and
"NATIONAL" to the right, though Series 1 was also
thus reported, and I have never seen one with them in
this order. Series 1 and these three mavericks make this
variety the rarest, as the last two Donlons have remark-
ed, while those with monograms are fairly common.
Those with monograms are listed in the latest Friedberg
as 17a's, while those without it are described as 17's.

As I have said, two Series — 202 and 203 — are of the
type of Series 15 to 151; but other than those whatever

notes I have seen or had reported to me from Series 171
through Series 284 — again with three exceptions — are
without the monogram, and all without any exception
read "NATIONAL . . . NATIONAL, "but somewhere in
the vicinity of Series 235 Series is shifted to the right
of the date. This seems to me to be a much more impor-
tant change than the presence or absence of the mono-
gram: a great deal less sporadic than its omission or in-
clusion, and amenable — as these are not — to chrono-
logy. The 16's as Friedberg now describes these later
Series without the monogram, are reasonably common in
both placings of the SERIES, and the mavericks in both
should be quite rare. In fact, I know of only one Series —
the 215 — of the "NATIONAL . . . NATIONAL'S" that
has the monogram, and this is a very peculiar and baf-
fling Series. Mine is as described, but Breen reports both
one without the monogram and one with Series to the
right. I would like to hear from all who have that Series,
with a full description of their notes. The mavericks of
those with Series to the right are Series 252 and Series
276 — both reported to me by Breen — and these should
be as scarce as 215's, while both the notes from Series
171 to Series 234 except the 215's and those from 238 to
284 except the 252 and 276 are quite as common as the
15-151's.

I should feel inclined to speak of three extended Types
of all these $1.00 Legal Tenders, then, with the maver-
icks of each and one "experimental" — Series 1. The three
are these: the NATIONAL-Americans with monogram;
the NATIONAL-NATIONALS without it, with Series to
the left of the date; and the NATIONAL-NATIONALS
without it, with Series to the right of the date. All others,
aside from the experimental, are mavericks and should be
treated as such. The 17's in Friedberg's Ninth Edition
are, I'm sure, the rarest, as they're said to be; but both
varieties of 16a 's are also rare, and I myself should like to
get a Type III maverick, or even hear of one from anyone
who owns one. I should also like to hear just where the
break occurs between the "Series lefts" and "Series
rights. I know 233 is left and 238 is right, but what about
the four between?
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